
19 March 2012 --
Today I went to my first class of this new fitness fad called Crossfit.  I was nervous about it; probably going 
back to junior high days in gym class but also just trying something new and trying to arrange my life schedule 
around my new work schedule without self-sabotaging with too exhausting a schedule.  As I packed my bag, I 
made sure to put my water bottle in a plastic baggy so that it wouldn't spill.  I also made sure to put the nice 
table-top quality edition of De Profundis in a higher pocket … precisely b/c I didn't want it to get sullied.  
Somehow when I put my water back in the bag, I did so at an angle and on top of my hoody that I'd stuffed in 
there … By the time I got to the post office and went into my bag to retrieve the birthday gift I was posting to my 
niece, I had succeeded in getting a few items quite wet: my checkbook, notepad and - of course - Oscar Wilde.  
It's a very small deal, yet occurs to me that life is always like that: an improvement in one area is met by a 
setback, digression or negative experience on another front.  Then I thought about how a life long lived will 
always - without fail - occasion the breaking, staining, or otherwise ruining of a precious possession.  I don't 
say throw caution to the wind, but it does serve to remind me that the rhythms and patterns of life can be 
enjoyed by their predictability.  Later in the morning, I thought I was catching up on all my errands when I 
realized that I had forgotten something at the bike shop.  Again, progress along with set-back.  This pattern - if 
indeed one is there - reminds me of an artwork in the New Musem's Triennial, 'The Ungovernables' by Lee 
Kitʼs called 'Scratching the Table Surface and Something More', "for which he scratched the same place on a 
table for two years, until the varnished surface gave way to reveal the wood beneath."  In the marker for the 
installation, it said that Kit is concerned w/ an artistic practice and that by scratching each day he had a routine 
but also contemplated routine things such as an artistic practice (so I understood).  So, what if progress and 
digression are accepted as routine without one becoming fatalistic.  Does that make for more happiness in the 
long run?  Speaking of long run, before De Profundis got wet (no, actually it was after) I read this passage 
which has stayed w/ me … Wilde speaks of prison:

"If after I am free a friend of mine gave a feast, and did not invite me to it, I should not mind a bit.  I can be 
perfectly happy by myself.  With freedom, flowers, books, and the moon, who could not be perfectly happy?  
Besides, feasts are not for me anymore.  I have given too many to care about them.  That side of life is over for 
me, very fortunately, I dare say.  But if after I am free a friend of mind had a sorrow and refused to allow me to 
share it, I should feel it most bitterly."

The water stains are not so bad, nor the walk back to the bike shop.


